Abstract

**Background:** Monitoring and evaluation of health system reforms are essential to ensure the achievement of their objectives. The latest health sector reform in the Islamic Republic of Iran, namely, the Health Transformation Plan (HTP), was launched in 2014 and the country is embarking on the HTP to achieve universal health coverage (UHC).

**Aims:** The study aimed to develop the most appropriate monitoring and evaluation framework for the HTP in accordance with national and global goals and priorities, and to identify data gaps in its monitoring and evaluation.

**Method:** A case study and evidence-based approach was applied to develop the monitoring and evaluation framework. The model that was proposed jointly by the World Bank and the World Health Organization for monitoring and evaluation of UHC was used as the basis for the potential list of the indicators and key policy documents were reviewed, accordingly. The framework formulation process was carried out through a series of meetings with experts and senior managers working at the Ministry of Health and Medical Education, whose perspectives on the frameworks functionality and usage were regarded as valuable. The final draft was presented to policy-makers for input and approval.

**Results:** A data mapping revealed that at least nine national surveys were required to obtain the indicators for effective monitoring. At the time of framework designing, many indicators were not available or had not been updated for several years due to lack of available and appropriate
data sources.

**Conclusions**: Results indicated that the country’s health information system had many information gaps that should be filled to enable the tracking of UHC goals and measuring the success of the plan. Applying the proposed framework would increase the comparability of the country’s health indicators at the global level and specify a path to successfully achieve the objectives of the reform.
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**Introduction**

Timely monitoring and evaluation (M&E) of health system reforms is critical in order to identify the achievements of their objectives. M&E is a matter of great importance for two reasons: first, it can play a significant role in assessing the extent to which the reforms have achieved their goals; second, it may create a constructive environment for a dialogue among stakeholders by building a common language among them (1,2).

In recent decades, the Islamic Republic of Iran’s health system has witnessed various structural and organizational changes. However, it still faces important challenges related to the accessing of health services and fair financial contributions of households to the financing of the health
There are several reasons for the lack of success of health reforms in the country. Among the most important ones are lack of adequate political support and inadequate budgetary allocation for the health sector (5). According to the report of the core indicators for the monitoring of the health situation and health system performance prepared by the World Bank (6), Iranian households paid almost 47.2% of expenditures as out of pocket payment for health in 2013. The proportion of households that incur catastrophic health expenditure was estimated to be between 6% and 24% in different parts of the country. According to the results of these studies, 1.5–11% of households suffered poverty due to healthcare related expenditures (7–12).

The Islamic Republic of Iran’s General Health Policies were endorsed in 2014 (4). The policy, which requires fundamental changes in the health system, is to be implemented by 2025. Accordingly, the government prioritized health system reforms and kept them at the top of its agenda. The latest health sector reform – the Health Transformation Plan (HTP) – was launched in May 2014 to ensure the protection of Iranians against financial risks, increasing equity in accessing services, and improving the quality of services (3,13,14). The HTP had one primary phase and three main phases in the beginning. Given the shortage of medicines due to international sanctions, the Ministry of Health and Medical Education (MoHME) took major steps to remove the shortage of essential medicines and reduce the prices of medicines in early 2014. The first phase of the HTP, which included eight main interventions aimed at increasing people’s access to hospital services (particularly in-patient services), was implemented in April 2014. These interventions involved insuring around 11 million people, who did not have any health insurance. The next phase encompassed interventions to strengthen the Primary Health Care (PHC) system and to ensure that the PHC functioned more efficiently. Owing to a high incidence of informal payment, the third phase, launched in November 2014, aimed at reducing and eradicating informal payments in the health sector. Since insufficient provider remuneration has been identified as the most important factors motivating informal payments among Iranian health care providers, the main objective of the third phase was to address physicians’ payments and the setting of their payments in both the public and private sectors (8,15).

The Islamic Republic of Iran’s National Institute of Health Research (NIHR), which is responsible for providing evidence to health policy-makers, was entrusted with the responsibility of M&E of the HTP (15). The latter was initiated in June 2014, a few weeks after the commencement of the HTP. In the absence of any baseline data, it was difficult to evaluate any changes made due to the HTP implementation at the beginning of the plan (16). Given this limitation, two short-term and long-term approaches were used to monitor and evaluate the HTP. In the short-term approach, an evaluation of the HTP was done using the readily available data. Within this approach, patient and staff experience and satisfaction as well as the financial risk protection of households were assessed.
One of the main goals of the HTP was to create satisfaction among patients receiving services from hospitals affiliated to the MoHME (15). Consequently, several small surveys assessing patients’ and service providers’ satisfaction were designed and implemented by the NIHR. The studies commenced from the summer of 2014 and were conducted seasonally until the time of writing this article. The results were reported regularly to the policy-makers (15,17). For more than 20 years, the National Center of Statistics (NCS) conducted periodic household surveys to assess the living standards of Iranian households. The NIHR used the disaggregated NCS health expenditures data to provide policy-makers with the number of households that incurred catastrophic health expenditures or became impoverished before and after the introduction of the HTP. Apparently, indicators of satisfaction and financial contribution of households were not sufficient to fully demonstrate the changes and challenges brought about by the HTP implementation. Conducting a comprehensive evaluation necessitated an M&E framework for the plan. The current study aimed to develop the most appropriate M&E framework for the HTP and identify the data gaps to enable proper monitoring and evaluation.

Methods
The national monitoring and evaluation framework
Development pathway of M&E framework

A case study and evidence-based approach was applied to develop an M&E framework. No specific M&E framework had been developed for M&E of the HTP at the time of designing. Considering the fact that the HTP was introduced to hasten the country’s attainment of UHC, it was agreed upon to design a framework that simultaneously monitored the reform implementation and assessed the progress towards UHC. The global M&E proposed framework for UHC published by the World Health Organization (WHO) in collaboration with the World Bank (18), was used as the basic framework of this study. This model has been accepted for UHC tracking by all WHO Member States. It is proposed that every country develop its own framework based on its contextual factors, macro-policies, and health programmes. Accordingly, government policy documents were reviewed to determine the policies the addressed the UHC goals and objectives.

UHC ensures that those who need health services receive them without facing financial hardship. It is perceived as a crucial component of sustainable development and listed as one of the possible goals of the post-2015 development agenda (19,20). Various countries develop and refine their own approaches to UHC, depending on their levels of economic development, health system, and epidemiological challenges. Moving toward UHC requires technically sound definitions and metrics to measure progress. Therefore, it is essential to identify appropriate approaches, comparable but adaptable to local contexts, to measure UHC progress across countries (2).

A review of a wide range of national and health sector documents was done to provide in-depth
understanding of the national commitment for reaching UHC. In three out of 14 articles of the country’s general health policies, certain aspects of the UHC such as the necessity of sustainable health sector financing, expansion of the coverage of basic health insurance, and the deepening of the insurance coverage have been directly argued. In other upstream documents of the country such as the country’s fifth national development plan (2011–2015) (16), a number of UHC objectives including financial protection, coverage, and equitable access to health care services have been mentioned. It has been recommended that, through the sixth development plan (3,16), the country should achieve the UHC objectives by 2025 (8,21).

The implementation of the HTP as the health system reform can accelerate the progress toward the UHC in the Islamic Republic of Iran. As mentioned before, it was decided to design a framework that simultaneously monitored the HTP implementation and tracked UHC progress. The NIHR initiated the development of the framework indicators and their metadata in a few months after the HTP implementation. The development of the metadata clarified the data requirements for monitoring progress toward UHC and current information gaps that could influence UHC monitoring.

Development of the indicators list consisted of three main steps: determination of the indicators, identification of data sources and measurement methods, and ensuring of appropriate disaggregation of the indicator. A rapid review of the country information system was conducted to understand country data availability and quality, data sources, flows and structures. The indicators were developed and classified, according to the objectives of the HTP and UHC, and the local context. While selecting the indicators, effort was made to retain a breadth of indicators to cover a range of health interventions. The following criteria were considered to select indicators:

- Aligning with national and international commitments;
- Ensuring data are available or can be collected or monitored with a reasonable resource;
- Selecting indicators in accordance with the country’s health needs;
- Reflecting all domains in the M&E framework from input to impact;
considerations of relevance, technically accurate with a measurable numerator and denominator, usefulness for decision-making, and data availability; and

ensuring where possible indicators can be disaggregated for equity analysis.

A set of metadata for the proposed framework indicators was developed. Steps to be taken to ensure appropriate data collection to develop the indicators were further discussed. Clearly defining data sources and measurement frequency were among the most important steps of the framework development. Since the achievement of equity is implicit in the UHC goals, disaggregation of the indicators by the main equity stratifiers is critical to monitor progress in all population groups. Therefore, in the proposed framework, the indicators were disaggregated by place of residence (urban/rural), sex (male/female), socio-economic status (wealth quintiles), and other relevant equity stratifies.

The framework formulation process was carried out through a series of meetings and workshops with experts and senior managers working at different departments of the MoHME whose perspectives on the frameworks functionality and usage were regarded as valuable. The involvement of different MoHME departments and divisions was important in order to ensure ownership and commitment. During these consultative discussions, operational issues related to the proposed indicators, their availability, and feasibility were discussed. Relevant feedback from the participants was incorporated in the final draft, which was presented to policy-makers for input and approval. The M&E framework was approved and agreed upon as a framework for the monitoring and evaluation of both the HTP and UHC by high-level policy-makers, including deputy ministers.

**Results**

The list of the proposed indicators contains eight tracer indicators of financing, six indicators of infrastructure and health workforce, two indicators of health information system, 15 indicators of access to and coverage of health services, five indicators of the utilization of health services, nine indicators of service quality and safety, 13 indicators of effective coverage of services, 12 indicators of health risk factors, 11 indicators of health status, two indicators of financial risk protection and three indicators of satisfaction with health services (Appendix A). In the data mapping (Table 1), data availability at the time of framework designing, data sources, responsible agencies for data collection, and the required frequency of data collection were considered. Indicators of the M&E framework could be categorized into four main domains:
1. Input consists of three main categories including financial protection, human workforce, and infrastructures and information system;
2. Output consists of four categories of indicators including access, coverage, utilization, and quality and safety;
3. Outcome, which is practically the most important part of the M&E framework (due to lack of information), comprises indicators of effective coverage and the risk factors. The measurement of these indicators allows a comparative assessment of the health interventions at the global level; and
4. Impact contains indicators related to health status, satisfaction, and financial risk protection.

According to the framework, at least nine national surveys are required to develop framework indicators (Table 2). Following the M&E framework development, the NIHR decided to investigate the coverage and utilization of the health services among the Iranian population. Hence, two household surveys – the Healthcare Coverage and Utilization Survey (22) (investigating access to and coverage of medical care) and the country’s Multiple Indicators Demographics and Health Survey (23) (IrMIDHS-investigating access to and coverage of primary health care) – were designed and implemented in 2014 and 2015 at the national level by the NIHR.

In general, there were gaps in available data required to track indicators and monitor progress toward UHC at the time of framework development. Among the selected indicators, almost half of them had already been tracked by the routine health information system and ongoing surveys. A number of indicators were not available or had not been updated for several years. No appropriate data sources were available for the rest. Furthermore, the available indicators did not describe the differences and changes in health indicators in subgroups of the population. If only the national averages of health indicators are monitored, they may not fully represent the changes in the health of a population. It means that there was lack of disaggregated information to undertake an equity-focused analysis of information and its use to refine policy-making and implementation.

Discussion

The current study was carried out in order to develop the most appropriate M&E framework for the HTP and to identify M&E data gaps. The M&E framework of the HTP was designed in accordance with the recommendations by the global guidance for UHC measuring and monitoring in country contexts. Appropriate data sources for measuring the indicators of the
agreed M&E framework were determined accordingly.

According to the results of the current study, there were no appropriate data sources for some of the proposed indicators. Hence, to track the progress of UHC, a series of nationally representative surveys should be designed and implemented (19). Over the past two decades, most countries have implemented various health sector reforms to address gaps in access, equity, and effectiveness of health systems (19,20). Countries with effective M&E frameworks to evaluate the success of the reforms have almost all reported successful results towards achieving the reform goals. Some of them have successfully used the M&E framework for the UHC to assess the achievements of health sector reforms (24–30). The fact that the goals of the recent health reforms are in accordance with the UHC aims and objectives can be regarded as a great opportunity for the Iranian health system in making headway toward UHC.

Furthermore, the most important components of the UHC (i.e. effective coverage of services and protection against financial risks) (20) have been addressed in the fifth and sixth development plans of the country (16). The designing of the M&E framework for the HTP revealed that the health information system was currently experiencing several challenges, limiting its capacity to generate the required information for tracing the framework indicators. In other words, although the Islamic Republic of Iran ranked 17th in terms of science production in the world in 2012 (31), there was lack of valid and reliable data for the monitoring and evaluation of macro-policies. To give an example, seven rounds of the Integrated Monitoring Evaluation Survey System Study (IMES) aimed at assessing the reproductive health needs have been conducted in the country (32). However, due to lack of focus on equity, data on socio-economic status of participants were not obtained and analysed in these studies. As a result, they could not generate reliable evidence to refine policies and programmes and thereby reduce inequities in service access and coverage, as well as in health and well-being.

The framework indicators can be obtained from two main resources: the national surveys and the routine information system (19). To capture these indicators, nine or more national studies are required in general. Some of these studies are yet to be designed and conducted in the country (e.g. effective coverage surveys or SARA). Effective coverage is defined as the fraction of potential health gain that is actually delivered to the population through the health system, given its capacity (33). Effective coverage studies should have several sub-studies, depending on the selected indicators.

As for the surveys already conducted (e.g. Utilization Health Survey, IrMIDHS, STEPs), it should be noted that, until now, there is no data access policy to provide an overview of technical, legal and ethical issues related to the dissemination of the surveys’ micro-data for
research purposes. As a result, many national studies produced only descriptive reports after difficult and time-consuming work, resulting in limited data utilization for policy-making and planning. The NIHR developed a data access policy, which made data potentially available for statistical purposes to public-good researchers working within academic institutions, government agencies, and the wider health sector, subject to certain conditions. This was the first public official release of the survey data in the Islamic Republic of Iran (34). Some studies such as patient satisfaction surveys were designed and conducted following the launch of the HTP. The study investigates the satisfaction of inpatients in MoHME-affiliated hospitals with a small sample size. After the framework development, the investigation needs to be undertaken with a larger sample size that would better reflect the Iranian population (15,17).

The routine information system is another valuable data source to track some of the M&E framework indicators. Strengthening and harmonizing data collection through surveys and health facility reporting systems are critical for the monitoring of UHC (1,35). A health information system is a crucial component for the successful monitoring of the UHC objectives (19,28,35). Currently, the routine information system does not provide accurate and complete data in a timely manner (36). Routine data from the private health sector is not captured through the national health information system. Although a considerable volume of electronic data exists, they are fragmented and unsuitable for use in policy and decision-making. The implementation of the proposed framework is dependent on the functionality of the country’s health information system. Therefore, there is an urgent need for strengthening the country’s health information system in order to successfully monitor and evaluate both the HTP and UHC.

National surveys are often the main data source for tracking UHC achievements. They can provide accurate population statistics on the coverage of services and financial protection, disaggregated according to socioeconomic status, place of residence, sex, and other relevant variables (19,20). National household surveys are currently being conducted in the Islamic Republic of Iran without any determined frequency. The frequency of conducting these surveys is the most important current challenge that should be addressed according to the current data needs and available budget (7). A key consideration in measuring progress toward UHC is data quality (35), which is definitely critical to the success of the proposed M&E framework. Data are generally considered of high quality if they are accurate, complete, consistent, accessible, and timely. Data quality evaluation is crucial if we are to draw out relevant and accurate information from health surveys. There are some guidelines and methods available for measuring and assessing survey quality. Data, data use, and the data collection process are the three aspects of data quality that should be assessed to assure overall data quality. We did not find any published evidence that showed whether the quality of previous household surveys had been evaluated. Therefore, it is critical to assign an external observer body or organization to evaluate survey quality in the Islamic Republic of Iran (37).
The results indicate that there is no guideline to determine the periodicity of the national surveys. It is not clear when, and based on what needs, household surveys should be carried out. On the other hand, on-going surveys are inconsistent in questions assessing a specific topic (e.g. assessing households’ socio-economic status). In this case, the equity analyses using different sources may not get the same answer (21). The developed framework can increase the consistency of the surveys for more appropriate comparisons. Owing to lack of a well-developed plan for conducting national surveys, household surveys cannot currently be considered as a reliable source to address questions of whether the HTP objectives have been achieved or whether the country has moved ahead in a positive direction toward achieving the UHC goals. The global UHC framework for countries (19) stipulates that the frequency of surveys should be clear in all national studies. Besides, they ought to be conducted based on the countries’ needs every 1–5 years. The experiences of other countries demonstrate that the frequency of monitoring and evaluation should be decided while designing monitoring frameworks (20,25,26,30,35). According to these studies, the frequency of monitoring and evaluation of health reforms should be determined based on the availability of data. If routine data sources can generate information of acceptable quality, they would be good enough for the monitoring process. Evaluation usually investigates the long-term effects of reforms. Therefore, information generated by health surveys, carried-out almost every five years, may meet the information requirements for evaluation.

If the contents of a survey are insufficient to meet evaluation needs, special studies should be done (1,20). The results showed that the available household surveys did not meet the requirements of the M&E framework. Hence, new studies are needed, particularly to investigate indicators that are not currently measured, e.g., the effective coverage of health care interventions. Such studies should be conducted at an appropriate and reasonable frequency. A clear suggestion is that in the initial years of the reform, frequency of conducting national surveys should not be more than five years to avoid any problem in monitoring and evaluation of the reform goals due to low quality or unavailability of data. Since the achievement of the UHC goals by 2025 is a country commitment (38), the Islamic Republic of Iran urgently needs to strengthen the health information system in order to generate reliable data to monitor progress.

The application of the M&E framework not only provides a strong updated information system but also produces timely and high quality evidence for policy-makers. It can help in building capacity, empowering skilled human resources. In turn, this ensures a sustainable supply of logistics required to support the availability and quality of routine data, and supports linkages between academic and research institutions.

**Conclusion**

The designing of the M&E framework for the HTP sheds light on the importance of further Investment in the health information system. The framework and the indicators' list were guided
by international priorities and designed in a way to be adaptable to the country context and the health sector development programme. The proposed M&E framework would facilitate successful M&E of both the HTP and UHC. An adequate measurement of the progress toward the UHC would require investment in the health information system. The development of the M&E framework indicators revealed that at least nine national household surveys were required to generate indicators for an effective monitoring of the HTP. The development of a guideline that specifies the frequency of the surveys along with the ways to coordinate these surveys can, thus, be very helpful in realizing the objectives of the framework. The formulation of the data access policy may increase the use of survey data in policy and practice. Some Important points are:

Considering the HTP objectives, the M&E framework for the UHC is the most appropriate M&E framework;

the designed M&E framework and the indicator list were not only adaptable to the country but also enabled the health system to benchmark progress toward the UHC at the global level;

to monitor and evaluate the HTP, only half of the indicators could be captured at the end of first year of the HTP implementation. Some of the available indicators were not updated at the time of framework designing and no appropriate data sources were available for the rest;

the proposed M&E framework can provide a proper path to implement the HTP at least for five years ahead;

investment is required to strengthen the capacity of the information health system in order to generate high quality information for monitoring progress toward the UHC; and

the information gap hampering the monitoring of the progress towards the UHC should be addressed through regular and periodic surveys that capture all the dimensions of UHC.

Applying the M&E framework can strengthen and manage the health information system properly, empower skilled human resources and support interaction between researchers and
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Élaboration d’un cadre d’action pour le suivi et l’évaluation du Plan de transformation sanitaire en République islamique d’Iran : enseignements tirés

Résumé

Contexte : Le suivi et l’évaluation des réformes des systèmes de santé sont essentiels pour garantir la bonne réalisation des objectifs que celles-ci se sont fixés. La dernière réforme du système de santé en République islamique d’Iran, appelée Plan de transformation sanitaire, a été lancée en 2014. La République islamique d’Iran a commencé à mettre en œuvre ce plan en vue de réaliser la couverture sanitaire universelle (CSU).

Objectifs : La présente étude avait pour objectif d’élaborer un plan d’action de suivi et d’évaluation du Plan de transformation sanitaire le plus approprié qui soit, conformément aux priorités et aux objectifs mondiaux et nationaux, ainsi que d’identifier les lacunes à combler en matière de données concernant ce processus de suivi et d’évaluation.

Méthodes : Une étude de cas et une approche reposant sur des bases factuelles ont été appliquées pour le cadre susmentionné. Le modèle proposé par la Banque mondiale et l’Organisation mondiale de la Santé (OMS) pour le suivi et l’évaluation de la couverture sanitaire universelle (CSU) a été utilisé pour servir de base à une liste possible d’indicateurs. Des documents d’orientation clés ont ainsi été passés en revue. Le processus de formulation du cadre d’action a été mené au moyen d’une série de réunions entre experts et hauts responsables travaillant dans différents départements du ministère de la Santé et de l’Éducation médicale dont les perspectives sur la fonctionnalité et l’utilisation du cadre d’action étaient considérées comme utiles. Le projet final a été présenté aux responsables de l’élaboration des...
politiques en vue d'obtenir leurs contributions et leur approbation.

**Résultats** : Une cartographie des données a révélé qu’au moins neuf études nationales étaient requises pour obtenir les indicateurs permettant un suivi efficace. À l’étape de la conception du cadre d’action, de nombreux indicateurs n’étaient pas disponibles ou n’avaient pas été mis à jour depuis plusieurs années du fait de l’absence de source de données fiables.

**Conclusions** : Les résultats ont indiqué que le système d’information sanitaire du pays comportait de nombreuses lacunes nécessitant d’être comblées afin de permettre d’évaluer les progrès effectués sur la voie de la réalisation des objectifs de la CSU et d’appréhender la réussite du plan. La mise en œuvre du cadre d’action proposé permettrait d’augmenter la comparabilité des indicateurs sanitaires du pays au niveau mondial et de préciser la voie à emprunter pour atteindre les objectifs annoncés dans la réforme.
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